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ABSTRACT 

Many applications in optical research require the use of diffraction limited 

point images with reduced spot sizes. The instrumentation that evaluates these 

small diameter images must have high resolution (sub-micron) capabilities. One 

method used to measure sub-micron optical point images is a scanning grating 

technique. However, many characteristics of this measurement technique have 

not been fully examined. In this paper, the sensitivity of this measurement 

technique to the scanning mechanism, beam characteristics, and grating tilt is 

evaluated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Lasers can operate in many spatial modes [Figure (1-1)]. The fundamen

tal mode, TEMoo, is the most important because it produces the most compact 

intensity distribution profile — the Gaussian profile. This profile consists of only 

one lobe (unlike higher modes with multiple lobed profiles containing nulls) and 

it is not as spread out as the other modal profiles. This symmetric profile is fully 

defined by two parameters: the maximum intensity Jq, which occures on the axis 

of symmetry (in this application — the optical axis) and the 1/e^ intensity diam

eter do of the beam or the, spot size [Figure (l-2a)]. The 1/e^ intensity diameter 

i s  t h e  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  l o c a t i o n s  a t  w h i c h  t h e  i n t e n s i t y  h a s  r e d u c e d  t o  l / e ~  

of the maximum intensity. This is also a common definition for the spot size. 

For obvious reasons, a laser beam of the fundamental mode is called a Gaussian 

beam. An additional characterizing parameter of a propagating Gaussian beam 

is the location at which the spot size of the beam is a minimum. This is called 

the beam waist [Figure (l-2b)]. With the knowledge of the spot size at any lo

cation and the beam waist location, the characteristics of a Gaussian beam after 

propagating through media can be determined [Kogelnik and Li, 1966]. 

Of particular interest in the development of many advanced optical sys

tems is the ability to focus light to sub-micron diameters. These focused beams 

are presently being utilized in the development of high density digital optical 

storage systems. These systems consist of optical storage heads that focus laser 

energy onto a media for recording information and likewise capture returned light 
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Figure 1-1 The mode patterns of some low-order modes: (a) intensity cross 
sections (b) intensity profiles 
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Figure 1-2 Gaussian beam, (a) intensity profile (b) side profile 
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from the media to a detection system to read this information. A circular piece 

of substrate that has a recording film depositted on it is called an optical disc. 

Since the memory capacity of the system relies on condensing as much infor

mation as possible onto an optical disc, small (sub-micron) information storage 

areas would be the most efficient [Sincerbox, 1988]. Thus, an optical head that 

can produce and resolve sub-micron spot images would be necessary. As this 

type of applied optical research evolves towards exploiting the compactness of 

smaller and smaller focused spot images, the ability to measure these spot sizes 

must concurrently develop. 

Several measurement techniques can accurately (much less than .1% er

ror) determine the spot size of Gaussian beams of spot sizes greater than ten 

microns [Suzaki and Tachibana, 1975] [3hayler, 1978]. One common type of 

method is a scanning technique. In this method, a sharp-edged object traverses 

the cross section of a beam [Figure (1-3)]. The modiilated power resulting from 

the object's motion is detected by a photodetector. As long as all of the modu

lated light impinges on the photodetector, diffraction effects are avoided. From 

theory, this modulated power can be used to determine the 1/e^ intensity diame

ter of the beam. Some scanning techniques, which have been demonstrated, are: 

the scanning knife-edge [Suzalci and Tachibana, 1975], the derivative knife-edge 

scan technique [Arnaud et al., 1971], the pinhole method [Shayler, 1978], the 

scanning slit method [Pearson et al.,1969] [Dickson, 1972] [McCally, 1984], and 

the Ronchi ruling method [Dickson, 1979]. Other techniques consist of analyzing 

the boimdary diffraction wave [Kimura and Munalcata, 1988], the intensity of a 
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fluorescent particle, photobleaching patterns, and a photograph of the expanded 

image [Schneider and Webb, 1981]. 

Scanning techniques are the most practical to implement because they 

utilize equipment available in most optical laboratories (i.e. photodetectors, slits, 

knife-edges, pinholes, scanners, etc.). This convenience influenced us to investi

gate the feasibility of these methods for sub-micron spot measurements. 

Both knife-edged methods utilize a straight knife-edge [Figure (l-4a)] to 

scan the beam's cross section. The theory developed for this technique relies on 

the Gaussian beam being modulated by an infinite opaque hzdf-plane. Thus, as 

long as the knife-edge is extremely large (on the order of 1 cm or more), this 

technique can measure several different Gaussian beam diameters. In addition, 

the derivative knife-edge scan technique avails itself to analysis of non-Gaussian 

beams. In this method a computer samples the power detected at different 

instances in the scan. Then the computer numerically evaluates the derivative of 

this detected power to obtain the intensity profile [Hogan, 1988]. In both knife-

edge techniques the knife-edge modulates the detected power from ten to ninety 

percent of the beam's total power. Thus, the photodetector must have a linear 

range of about 35 to 1. Another disadvantage is that the scanning velocity of the 

knife-edge must accurately be known for the determination of the 1/e^ intensity 

diameter [Dickson, 1979]. 

In the pinhole method, a small pinhole [Figure (l-4b)] scans the cross 

section of the beam. In theory the pinhole is modelled as a delta function that 

obtains the intensity at each point in the profile. In order to satisfy this model, 

the diameter of the pinhole must be infinitesimally small (i.e. have a diameter 

of much less than the 1/e^ diameter of the Gaussian beam to be measured). 



SCANNING 
DIRECTION 

GAUSSIAN 
BEAM 

PHOTODETECTOR 

SHARP-EDGED OBJECT 

Figure 1-3 Scanning technique configuration 



KNIFE-EDGE 
(a) 

PINHOLE 
(b) 

Figure 1-4 Common sharp-edged objects used in a scanning technique. 
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The pinhole method is one of the few scanning methods which gives a detailed 

structiire of the beam's intensity. However, it is very sensitive to fine spatial 

noise (e.g. small dust particles in the air), the detected power is low (because 

of the minuteness of the pinhole), and the speed of translation must be known 

[Shayler, 1978]. Since the manufacturing of a pinhole much less than a micron 

would be impractical, this method did not seem suitable to investigate. 

Dickson [1979] evaluated and claimed that the scanning slit [Figure (1-

4c)] is one of the two "better" measuring techniques because of its simplicity and 

immunity to fine spatial noise. Dickson experimentally determined the diameter 

of many beams (on the order of tens of microns), measuring each with several 

diiferent sized slits. He determined the sensitivity of this technique decreased 

as the slit width increased. This was due to the fact that successively larger 

slits cause smaller changes in the detected power as the slit translated. From his 

results he concluded that a slit width of less than 1/lOth of the 1/e^ intensity 

diameter enables the beam measiu-ement to be within 1 % error [Dickson, 1979]. 

Thus, an accurate uniform straight-edged slit of less than 0.1 micron would be 

necessary for sub-micron measurements. Like the pinhole, this also would be 

very difficult to manufacture. Fbrthermore, the amount of power transmitted to 

the detector would be extremely low and an accurate translation measurement 

would be necessary for the 1/e^ intensity diameter calculations [Dickson, 1979] 

[Pearson, 1969]. 

The other preferred technique, according to Dickson [1979], is the scan

ning Ronchi ruling method [Figure (l-4d)]. In this technique the transmitted 

power is modulated many times in one scan. Only the ratio of the minimum to 
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maximum power transmitted is necessary to determine the 1/e^ intensity diame

ter. The other advantages to this technique are: insensitivity to spatial noise (ie. 

dust particles in the air), a high power trajismission through the ruling, and most 

importantly, that an acciurate translation measurement is not necessary for spot 

size determination. The accuracy of the technique depends almost exclusively 

on the accuracy of the ruling. The average widths of the bars and spaces of the 

ruling limits the range of 1/e^ beam diameters that can be measured with it. 

Thus, in order to measure an adequate range of diameters, a series of Ronchi 

rulings must be used. [Dickson, 1979]. Because of these attributes, this tech

nique appeared to be the most suitable method to develop for sub-micron spot 

size measurements. 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the suitability of a Ronchi 

scanning grating technique for sub-micron focused spot size measurements. First, 

the basic theory describing this technique is developed. Next, a method for cali

brating a scanning grating instrument is described. Then a study of the actual 

system's deviation from ideal performance due to lens aberrations and non-ideal 

Ronchi-type gratings is presented. The accuracy of this technique is compared 

to another instrument's determination of the focused spot profile formed by the 

calibration system. A series of experiments evaluating the sensitivity of this tech

nique to the scanning mechanism, beam characteristics (other than 1 /e^ diame

ter), grating tilt, and other parameters were performed. Overall this instrument 

is recommended for sub-micron beam diameter measurements that require only 

about 10 % accuracy. Through additional theoretical modifications and more 

precise instrument components, the scanning grating technique has potential to 

achieve an accuracy of a few percent. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

2.1 Light 

Light can be described by two complementary theories: classical electro

dynamics and quantimi electrodynamics. When light propagates through a lens, 

aperature, or similiar structure, its characteristics follow clcissical electrodynam

ics [Hecht, 1987]. Thus, light is composed of electric and magnetic fields. Like all 

electromagnetic fields, the mathematical representation of the light wave must 

satisfy Maxwell's equations. In this research, light propagates through media 

that is essentially linearly isotropic and homogeneous in all properties. Also, it 

is assumed that there are no external free chaxges, free currents, magnetization 

fields (caused by magnetic dipole moments), and polarization fields (due to elec

tric dipole moments) present. These characteristics reduce Maxwell's equations 

to 

V - D  =  0  (1) 

V X E = -dB 
(2) 

dt 

V - B  =  0  (3) 
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with 

D = eE (5) 

B = nH (6) 

where 

E - electric field 

H - magnetic field 

D - displacement 

B - magnetic induction 

e - dielectric permittivity 

fj. - magnetic permeability 

All electromagnetic waves obey the wave equation. This equation is a 

direct result from manipulating Maxwell's equations. Using the above equations, 

the wave equation of the electric field can be derived by: talcing the curl of both 

s i d e s  o f  E q .  ( 2 ) ,  u s i n g  t h e  v e c t o r  c a l c u l u s  i d e n t i t y  V  x  V  x  F  =  V ( V  •  V )  —  V ' V ,  

and appropriately substituting in the remainder of Maxwell's equations. This 

yields the electric field wave equation 

V ^ E  =  — ( 7 )  
dt^ ^ ̂  

where v  is the velocity of the wave in the medium ( v  =  l / y / ] I e ) .  

Likewise, taking the curl of both sides of Eq. (4) and performing similiar 

manipulations produces the magnetic field wave equation 

d f "  '  '  
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In general the electric field of the optical beam is a vector U  and a 

function of position f and time t. However, throughout this paper, the light 

wave will be expressed by a single scalar field rather than the coupled vector 

fields of the preceding discussion. In this investigation, it will be assumed that 

light is monochromatic and linearly polarized. A time harmonic solution to the 

wave equation for a wave with these characteristics can be expressed by 

U { f , t )  =  a(f) cos [2iri/< + (9) 

where a ( f )  is the amplitude of the wave, $(7^ the phase of the wave, and u  the 

temporal frequency of the wave. This equation can be rewritten in phasor form 

as a complex amplitude 

t/(f) = (10) 

Since this form is much easier to mathematically manipulate, it will be used 

throughout this analysis. 

Substituting Eq. (10) (multiplied by a periodic time dependence term 

ej2Tj/t) gq cancelling the time dependent exponential yields the 

time-independent form of the wave equation — the Helmholtz equation, 

V^Uif) = -k^U{r) (11) 

where k is the propagation constant (k=27r/A with A as the wavelength of the 

light in the medium). 

The scalar field amplitude can then be determined from the complex 

amplitude from the expression 

U { r , t )  =  R e { U { r ) e ' ^ ' " ' ^ } .  (12) 
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2.2.1 Spherical Beam 

Prom Huygen's principle, any electromagnetic wave can be represented 

as a combination of spherical wavelets, which are surfaces of constant phase 

[Figure (2-1)]. An ideal spherical wave can be conceptualized as emanating from 

a point source (at z=0) [Figure(2-2)]. The optical field (U) of this wave can be 

mathematically expressed as 

U  oc (13) 
R  

with 

R  =  \/x2 + y2 ^ J.2 

where k is the propagation constant and R  the radius of cxirvature of the wave. 

Note that the sign convention employed designates > 0 as a diverging wave, 

expanding away from the source point and i2 < 0 as a converging wave, moving 

towards the source point. Binomially expanding the radius of cvurvature and 

truncating the expansion to the first two terms yields 

2 z  

Since in the paraxial region z ̂  (x^ + R-^ z can be substituted into the 

second term in the expansion. With these approximations, the spherical wave 

can be expressed as 

U  oc (14) 
R  



plane spherical arbitrary 
Figure 2-1 Wavefronts constructed utilizing Huygen's Principle 
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x - y  
plane 

point 
source > 2 

wavefronts 

Figure 2-2 Spherical wavefronts 
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The second exponential term is a paraxial approximation in which spherical 

wavefronts are expressed as parabolic surfaces. 

Since is a constant phase term, it will have no effect on the intensity 

distribution of a wave. As will be explained shortly, we are only interested 

in the intensity distribution. Thus, this constant phase term and subsequent 

constant phase terms that arise throughout this work will be omitted. A spherical 

wavefront can be represented as 

U  = a(f)e+J*(^ (15) 

with 

^ 
• 

As before A is the wavelength of light. 

2.2.2 Gaussian Beam 

For the case in which the light wave is a Gaussian beam, the amplitude is 

a Gaussian profile [Figure (2-3)]. Its amplitude changes in accordance with the 

position away from the optical axis (z-axis). This amplitude variation is given 

by 

a(r) = e , (16) 

where w(z) is the radius of the field profile between the optical axis and the 

location at which the amplitude has decreased by 1/e. (As will be discussed 

shortly, w(z) can equivalently be termed as the 1/e^ intensity radius). 



normalized amplitude 

1 

gaussian profile 

w(z) 

Figure 2-3 Normalized Gaussian amplitude profile 
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The Gaiissian profile alters the amplitude of the spherical wavefront. 

Hence the complete representation of a spherical Gaussian beam is the combi

nation of the phase factor in Eq. (15) and the amplitude factor of Eq. (16) 

substituted into E3q. (11). After normalization, the complex amplitude becomes 

where A \ { z )  is the normalizing factor, the second term is the spherical waveform 

term, and the third represents the Gaussian field profile. Note that the sign 

convention for the radius of curvature is: R> 0 if the wavefronts curve towards 

the right [ ( ] and i2 < 0 if the wavefronts curve towards the left [ ) ]. This 

field form is a direct solution to Maxwell's equations in an isotropic charge-free 

medium [Siegman, 1971]. 

The optical field U, which is usually denoted by the electric field, cannot 

be directly measured with a detector. Instead, a quantity of radiant flux density 

called irradiance (Power/Area), which can be measm-ed by photodetectors, is 

desired. The magnitude of the Poynting vector S(t), which is in the direction 

of propagation of the wave, is proportional to the power per unit area across a 

surface that is normal to it. It can be expressed as 

Letting this expression can be rewritten as 

(17) 

S i t )  =  E { t ) X H { t ) ,  (18) 
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with E { t )  and H { t )  being the electric and magnetic fields of the light beam, 

respectively. At optical frequencies S{t) is a rapid varying fimction of time; 

hence, an averaging procedure must be utilized. The time-averaged value of 

5(<), symbolized by {S{t)), is the irradiance. 

It has been shown [Hecht, 1987], that for a monochromatic linearly po

larized beam in a homogeneous material, 

m )  =  (19) 

Since U(t) is actually E(t) in this work, it is substituted in Eqs. (18) and (19). 

Thus, the irradiance I is given by 

/ . (5(0) = = \^U(r)Ui.rr = 

or 

J = Joe"^(^) , (20) 

where e is the dielectric constant of the mediimi and fi is the magnetic permeabil

ity. Uq is the maximum field amplitude and Iq signifies the maximum irradiance, 

both of which occur on the optical axis (z-axis) at r=0. Integration of this ir

radiance distribution over the photodetection area yields the total power of a 

beam incident on the photodetector [Hecht, 1987]. However, many researchers 

and scientists use the term intensity insteaxl of irradiance for this quantity. In

tensity is actually the power per solid angle. In order to maintain consistency 

between this work and published literature, the term intensity will be substituted 

for irradiance. 
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Notice that w { z ) ,  designated as the 1/e field amplitude radius, can equiv-

alently be termed as the 1/e^ intensity radius. And twice the 1/e^ intensity radius 

is the previously discussed 1/e^ intensity diameter. Since the remainder of this 

work is concerned with power measurements, w(^z) will be referred to as the 1/e^ 

intensity radius. 

2.3 Ronchi Ruling Method Derivation 

The basic derivation of a scanning Ronchi ruling technique was presented 

by Dickson in 1978 [Dickson, 1978]. The configuration for that derivation consists 

of a Gaussian beam impinging on a scanning Ronchi ruling with a photodetector 

behind the ruling [Figure (2-4)]. The ratio of the minimum power transmitted 

to the maximum power transmitted through the ruling is measured to determine 

the 1/e^ intensity diameter. An alternative technique, which complements this 

situation, is measurement of the reflected power from the grating. Even though 

this research investigates both methods, their theoretical analyses are similiar. 

The theoretical presentation will be based on the transmission mode and the 

reflection mode adjustments will be given alongside in parentheses. 

Dickson's (1978) first theoretical presentation only predicts the 1/e^ in

tensity diameter for an ideal Ronchi ruling — equal width bars and spaces 

with perfectly transmitting spaces and-perfectly opaque (or reflecting) bars. In 

Broockman, Dickson, and Fortenberry's generalized presentation of the Ronchi 

Rilling Method [Broockman, Dickson, Fortenberry, 1982], the effects of unequal 

bar and space widths tofc and Wa and the bar and space transmittances Tj and 

T, (reflectances and R,) are included. 



gaussian 
beam 
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In this investigation a Ronchi-type grating was utilized [Figure (2-5)]. 

This grating consists of an alternating chrome and glass structiu-e on a glass 

substrate. Any parameter related to the chrome bzirs is denoted with a subscript 

'b' and a parameter affiliated with the glass spaces has a subscript 's'. Wider 

bars are placed on the edge of the grating so that the relative transmittivity 

Th/Ta ( relative reflectivity Rs/Ri) can be determined. The widths of these 

larger bars and spaces must be at least three times greater than the widths of 

the bars and spaces on the grating. This criterion enables almost all of the total 

power to impinge on these wider bars and spaces due to the theoretical limitations 

imposed on each modulation bar/space (to be discussed). When light illuminates 

the scanning grating, a modulation occurs in the transmitted (reflected) power. 

This modulated power signal should ideally appear as in Figure (2-6). The ratio 

of the minimum to maximum detected power - Pmin to Pmax (C/D) determines 

the power modulation K. The ratio of the power from a "wide bar" to that of a 

"wide space" - Pwidebar to Pwide.'pace (B/A) represents the relative transmittivity 

Tb/Ts (relative reflectivity Rs/Ri). 

Figure (2-4) also depicts the coordinate system used for this theoreti

cal analysis. The symmetric Gaussian beam propagates in the z-direction, it 

impinges perpendicularly upon the Ronchi grating in the x-y plane, and the 

grating is scanning in the x-direction. 

Assuming the Gaussian beam has a 1/e^ intensity radius of ro (and 1/e^ 

diameter of c?o), the intensity profile of the beam, as previously discussed, is 

2 -2(x^+v^) 
I  = /oe-^(^) = h e  '0 , (20) 
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Figure 2-5 Ronchi grating structure 
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Figure 2-6 Ideal scanning grating power modulation signals 
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with /o designating the maximum intensity at the center of the beam profile. 

The total incident power over the x-y plane (ie. the plane of the grating) 

is 

-2(«2+J,2\ 
/oo roo _i ' T __2 

/ he^ dxdy = -^. (21) 
•00 J—oo ^ 

The power detected with the scaiming grating inserted can be expressed as 

P  =  T s  j I h e  ""o d x d y  +  T b  I j l o e  ""o d x d y  (22) 
Japaces J Jbars J 

at any instant in time. 

With the beam impinging upon the Ronchi grating, the maximum power 

detected (Pmax) occurs when the beam is centered on a glass space (chrome 

bar). Likewise, the minimum power (Pmin) occurs when the beam is centered on 

a chrome bar (glass space)[Figure (2-7a)]. However, in order for one to calculate 

the power detected in each of these situations, EIq.(22) would consist of a large 

number of integrations (greater than the number of bars and spaces on the entire 

grating). Due to the complexity of this computation, the grating structure can be 

approximated with a model that consists of only five different regions necessary 

for integration (which reduces to three integrations from the symmetry of the 

problem). For the Pmax situation the ruling is modelled as a glass substrate with 

two chrome bars and the Pmin model is the complement — a chrome substrate 

with two glass slits [Figure (2-7b)]. It will later be shown that these models are 

a reasonable assiunption. 

In order to determine the 1/e^ intensity diameter do of a Gaussian beam, 

the bar and space widths u;j and Wg, the transmittivity ratio Tb/Ta, and the power 



Pmax 

Pmax 

Figure 2-7 Miuimum and maximum power transmitted situation (a) actual 
and (b) model 
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modulation ratio K must be known. The bar and space widths are determined by 

microscopy and the other parameters are measured from the modulated power 

s i g n a l .  T h e  d e s c r i b e d  m o d e l s  f o r  P m a x  a n d  P m i n  a r e  u s e d  t o  r e l a t e  K  { P m i n / P m a x )  

to the four other parameters. 

The maximum transmitted power Pmax can be calculated by 

where the limits on the integrations are determined by the model [Figure (2-7b)]. 

Noting that 

max f e(^)rfy2[ / ' e(~^)dx+ 
J-oo LVo J 

/.OO [• (=2^\ -1 

J 'o ^dy2^J ""o /rfxj 

Eq. (23) becomes 

max 

(24) 

and 

Pmax — Jo""'' 
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Let u  = ^ and d u  =  2^, then ro ro' 

Pmax = lo^rS k / -|=e ("^) du + T, r -l=e ( 0 du 
''0 

/_^2\ 

>•0 

The normal distribution function ($), as defined by Dickson [Figure (2-

8)] (the normal distribution function definition is not universally agreed upon, it 

is also referred to as the error function), 

# = I e~5~dx 
-00 

1_ r 
J-cx 

which are widely tabulated and easily calculated. This function enables Eq. (26) 

to be rewritten as 

Pfnax — 
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Figure 2-8 Normal Distribution Function 
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Substituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (28) yields 

V^O 
(29) 

The fractional power transmitted is defined as Py = Using Eq. 

(29) it can be represented as 

(30) 

This enables the modulated power to be represented as a function of the necessary 

parameters (i.e. Tj/Ta, loj, Wg, and ro). 

K  =  Pmin i - P f  
P f  

K  =  
^(a^) - #(^)] + j; [$(a) -1(affa) +1 

(31) 

In practice all of the parameters except ro are known. The inversion of 

this equation is difficult. Hence, ro is found using curve fitting techniques. The 

relationship of d^/w to K for an ideal grating (Tj = 1, Tj = 0, and wb = Wg) is 
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Figure 2-9 Do/Wavg vs. K plot for an ideal Ronchi grating 
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shown in Figure (2-9). This plot is nearly linear for do/w ranging from 1.3 to 2.7. 

The linear regression for this case [Figure (2-9)] results in the simple relation 

— = 2.2K + 1 (32) 
w  

which is within 1 % of the theoretical curve for 1.3 < ^ < 2.7 . Also, in the 

general situation (Eq. (31)) the function can be fitted to a simple linear relation 

using linear regression analysis. 

FVom the bounds on the linearity of the curve, the models used for cal

culating Pmin and Pmax are valid. This is due to the ruling satisfying: 1.3 < 

dQ/wavg < 2.7 {wavg is the average of the bar and space widths). Since the cen

tered Gaussian has 86.5 % of its power within its 1/e^ intensity diameter, there 

is very little power impinging on the grating structure that is outside this cross 

sectional area. Thus the grating can be replaced by two slits of glass (or chrome) 

in a substrate of chrome (or glass). The additional error in the simplification 

model is less than 1% for this do/wavg region [Dickson, 1979]. 

2.4 Focusing of a Uniform Beam 

A focused Gaussian beam with a sub-micron spot size is difficult to form. 

In order to generate this spot size with a high quality microscope objective, the 

impinging collimated beam must have a minimum 1/c^ intensity radius neces

sary to form the spot. Additionally this raxlius must enable the beam to be 

small enough to propagate through the objective without any diffraction from 

the clear aperture (i.e. the effective diameter of the objective). For a scalar 

diffraction theory analysis, another criterion that limits the specifications on 
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the objective is that it must have a numerical aperture NA < 0.6 [Jipson and 

Williams, 1983]. These restraints cause one to compromise on one of the desired 

limitations. Thus, one can: form a Gaussian spot on the order of a few microns, 

form a non-Gaussian spot by truncating an impinging beam, or proceed with 

vector diffraction theory. Appendix A contains a detailed discussion pertaining 

to these options for the experimental objective. In many practical applications a 

uniform amplitude beam illuminates a focusing element. This situation enables 

the element to form its smallest possible focused spot image [Sincerbox, 1988]. 

Due to these attributes, this configuration is investigated [Figure (2-10)]. 

The microscope objective acts as a converging or positive lens due to its 

ability to convert an incident plane-wave into a spherical wave converging to a 

point at the focal distance f away from the lens. It likewise transforms a spherical 

wave field diverging from a point a focal distance f in front of the lens into a plane 

wave field. The microscope objective is first modelled as a compound microscope 

[Figure (2-11)]. The manufacturer of a microscope objective specifies the eyepiece 

focal length fe, the power or magnification of the microscope objective M, and its 

numerical aperature NA. Ftom these specifications inserted into the compound 

microscope model, the objective focal length /o and the clear aperture diameter 

d can be determined as 

With this information the lens can be considered as an ideal thin lens [Figure (2-

12)]. The term ideal is used because the lens is assumed to be nonaberrated. A 

thin lens is one in which a ray entering on one face wiU emerge from the opposite 

(33) 

d = 2fo tan (sin ^ NA). (34) 
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Figure 2-10 Configuration for focusing a uniform beam 
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Figure 2-11 Compound microscope model 
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face at the same location [Hecht, 1987]. Since a high quality objective is designed 

to nearly satisfy these criteria, this simplistic model is sufficient. 

The lens model can be represented as a product of two functions: the 

pupil fimction (P(x,y)) and the thin lens phase transformation (</(a;,y)). The 

pupil function of the lens (P(x,y)) accounts for the finite aperture of it. For this 

situation the clear aperture d is accounted for by the pupil function 

P { x , y )  =  c i r c i  jl 2' = 25 (2^) 
^ ^ ' 0, > i. 

The phase transformation (</(a;,y)) represents the effect of a thin lens of infinite 

diameter on wave propagation. It only delays the incident wavefront by an 

amount proportional to the thickness of the lens at each point (i.e., it does not 

alter the Gaussian amplitude distribution). In general, for a converging lens, 

tl( x ,  y )  =  

In this equation n is the index of refraction of the lens material, k is the propaga

t i o n  c o n s t a n t  i n  a  v a c u u m ,  A o  i s  t h e  m a x i m u m  t h i c k n e s s  o f  t h e  l e n s ,  a n d  A ( x ,  y )  

is the thickness function of the lens. This function denotes the thickness of the 

lens at any point (x,y) on the lens. The thickness function can be expanded in 

terms of the geometry of the lens and then truncated utilizing the paraxial ap

proximation. Thus, we assume the location (x,y) of the rays incident on the lens 

should be sufficiently near the optical axis. This paraxial approximation yields 

</(x, y )  = (37) 
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where Ri and R2 are the radii of curvature of the lens surfaces. The lens law, 

which defines the focal length f in terms of the radii of curvature, is 

Substituting this relationship in Eq. (37) and letting = a:^ + yields 

• 2yAn vZlZ 
t i { r )  =  e ^ - y r  .  (39) 

Note that f is positive for a converging lens. This equation is expressed in cylin

drical coordinates since the optical system is radially symmetric. The second 

exponential term can be interpretted as a quadratic approximation to a con

verging spherical wave (which occtirs when taking the paraxial approximation). 

With this model, the focused beam intensity profile resulting from the uniform 

illumination configuration can be determined. 

A monochromatic plane wave can be conceptualized as a spherical wave

form with R ~ 00. Prom Eq. (15) the amplitude of the wave is essentially 

a "small " constant and the exponential term that represents a parabolic sur

face vanishes because the wavefronts are planar. Thus the normally incident, 

monochromatic plane wave Uf of amplitude A which illuminates the microscope 

objective [Figure (2-10)] can be represented by 

l7f(a:,y) = Ae-•'•^^ (40) 

The resulting complex field immediately behind the lens(t7^'^) c£in be related to 

the incident field, by using Eqs.(40), (35), and (39): 

=  U f { x , y ) P { x , y ) t i { x , y )  =  A c i r c ^ — ^ ̂  ^ ( 4 1 )  
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Note that and constant phase delays, were omitted since they will 

not affect the intensity of the resulting beam. 

In order to determine the field distribution at the focal plane, diffraction 

theory must be utilized. Jipson and Williams (1983) mention that an optical 

element with NA < 0.6 "reasonably" satisfies scalar theory limitations; however, 

validity beyond this NA value is questionable. Since the experimental microscope 

objective satisfies this criterion (NA=0.55), it is acceptable to proceed with a 

scalar approach. 

Continuing with the formulation of the field at the focus Uf{xf,yf) [Fig

ure (2-10)], the Rayleigh- Sommerfeld diffraction formula is utilized. This formula 

is expressed as 

J-OoJ-'OO 

(42) 

where the constant phase factor of has again been omitted. The i,y coordi

nates represent locations in the plane immediately behind the lens and the xy, yy 

coordinates denote locations in the focal plane [Figure (2-10)]. 

Substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (42) yields 

f°°  r°° -St/  ̂
Uf(xf,yf) = TT-^ / / APix,y)e-^M^'^+yyj)dxdy. (43) 

3^J J^oo J—CO 

Note that the phase factor in the integrand of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld formula 

cancels with the phase term from the converging lens. Let 

= — (44) 
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represent a phase factor that is dependent only o n  X f  and y j  -  the field's location 

in the focal plane. Thus Eq. (43) can be rewritten as 

Uf{xf,yf) = C{xf,yf)l f (45) 
J—00 J—00 

This equation epitomizes the very useful property that converging lenses perform 

a two-dimensional Fourier transform (multiplied by a varying phase term) on the 

portion of a coherent incident beam that is subtended by the lens aperture. This 

assumes that the output is observed at the back focal plane. 

Since this system exhibits radial symmetry, the independent variables of 

X, y, xy and yj can be replaced by two radial variables r ajid rf. Hence, 

U f ( r f )  =  n r )  [ [ '  

= C{Tf)^T!j P(r)Jo(2ffr/r)rdr 

dr 

(46) 

where Jo is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. This integral, along 

with the 27r coefficient, represents a one-dimensional Hankel transform because 

the Fourier kernel (ie. a kernel associated with a reciprocal transform) is a 

Bessel function [Bracewell, 1978]. Substituting Eq. (35) for the pupil function 

and expressing the Hankel Transform as H(.) yields 

U f { r f )  =  C { r f ) H  ̂ c i r J j  

r ( y  
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(47) 

J \  represents the first-order Bessel function of the first kind. 

By reintroducing the phase factor Eq. (44), the field at the focal plane is 

U f i v f )  
_ 2TTAe^^ fd\ 

j X f  \ 2  J  I ± L  

The resulting intensity distribution of this field is 

(48) 

r  \  i r r  /  m 2  I f i r f )  =  \ U f { r f ) \  =  

n 2 

(49) 

The term -

2Ji(7rr)' 
irr 

is called the Airy pattern. A cross section of half of this function is shown in 

Figure (2-13) (since the function is radially symmetric the other half is exactly 

the same). Note that the central lobe is similiax to the Gaussian profile. It 

extends to the first 'dark' ring at x = 1.22 and contains 84% of the total power. 
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The test microscope objective (Olympus MSPlaii50 ULWD), which was 

utilized for system calibration, has an ultra-long working distance of 8 mm, 

eyepiece focal length (/e) of 180 nam, magnifying power (M) of 50, and a 0.55 

NA. This objective is corrected for infinite conjugates. This enables the objective 

to perform best when the incoming object beam is collimated. From Eqs. (33) 

and (34), the focal length /o and clear aperature d are determined to be 

/o = 3.60mm 

d = 4.74mm 

Substituting these results into Eq. (49) yields 

where C is a constant and E represents exponentiation of 6.54. The plot of this 

Airy Pattern intensity is shown in Figure (2-14). The "l/e~ intensity radius " ro 

of this curve is 0.395 ^m and rfo = •79//m. This intensity profile is similiar to the 

Gaussian profile with the same ro[Figure (2-15)]. However, it only contains 79 % 

of its total energy within its 1/e^ intensity radius, unlike the Gaussian intensity 

profile that encirles 86.5 % [Figure (2-16)]. 

It would be desireable to modify the formulation of the Ronchi-type 

method for the spot size measurement of an Airy Pattern. Unfortunately this 

alteration is not analytically possible since the radially symmetric Bessel function 

of the first kind Ji is not separable in cartesian coordinates. This problem can 

(50) 
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Gaussian intensity profile of the same spot size 
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be solved by numerical techniques utilizing a fast Fourier transform algorithm. 

However, due to the fact that the intensity profiles are very similiax in the cen

tral lobe, the additional error incurred should not be very significant. Also, the 

Ronchi method measurement is determined by relative power levels and not by 

the absolute amount of power enclosed in an area. This effect should ameliorate 

the differences between the profiles. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM CALIBRATION 

A scanning grating instrument was constructed. An optical system that 

produced a sub-micron focused spot image was designed to calibrate this instru

ment. However, first the grating utilized in the instrument and the microscope 

objective that formed the focused image had to be characterized. 

3.1 Ronchi-Tvpe Grating 

The accuracy of the scanning grating instrument relies primarily on the 

accuracy of its grating spacings [Dickson, 1978]. The experimental instrument 

utilized five chrome gratings of five different periods with approximately 0.5, 1.0, 

1.5, 2.0, and 5.0 /xm bar/space widths etched on a glass substrate. These gratings 

were produced by electron beam lithography at IBM Corporation in San Jose, 

CA (circa 1987). Since it was desirable to measme sub-micron spots, it was 

imperative to characterize the smallest grating (~ 0.5/im widths). 

First the grating quality was determined using cin optical microscopy 

technique (O.M). The grating was optically imaged [Figure (3-1)] onto Polaroid 

film (Polaroid 668 Color Print Film) by a Zeiss Axioplan Microscope at Burr 

Brown Inc., Tucson, AZ. A Zeiss Epiplan lGGX/0.85 NA microscope objective, 

which is corrected for infinite conjugates, formed the grating image. The optical 

variation adjustment (set at 2.0X), as well as the photographic adapter and film 

processing, further magnified the image to 1950X. A photograph of a National 
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Figure 3-1 Optical microscope images of the smallest grating (bar/space 
width of 0.5/im 
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Bureau of Standards (NBS) ruling functioned as the calibration device. This 

photograph was taten under the same conditions as the grating photograph (ie. 

the same microscope, microscope objective, optical variation adjustment setting, 

and type of Polaroid film). The conversion of millimeters in the photographs to 

micrometers were deduced from this "standard" photograph. However, the ruler 

that measured the increments on the photographs had an accuracy of ±0.125 

mm. This converts into about ±0.063/im for the actual accuracy. Unfortunately 

there were two additional causes of significant error. One was inaccuracy in the 

discernment of the exact location of the image's treinsition from a chrome bar 

to a glass space. This slight blur was due in part to the resolution capabilities 

of the Polaroid film. The actual boundary measured was estimated by eye. 

Secondly, the photographic image in both the grating and calibration ruling 

photographs depended on the microscope operator's ability to precisely focus an 

object. In order to get an accurate measurement for the grating's average period, 

the distance across many periods was measured. The results from the width and 

period measurements are listed in Tables (1) and (2). The fact that the grating 

bar/space widths are on the order of the wavelength of light (which forms the 

image) further supported the necessity of another measurement technique. 

An Amray, Inc. Model 1600 scanning electron microscope (SEM) at Bell 

Communications Research (Red Bank, NJ) was also used to measure the smallest 

Ronchi-type grating period. The SEM was set to its lowest electron acceleration 

voltage - 2GkV. In order to attain a reasonable resolution, the grating was tilted 

63° about the x-axis of the grating [refer to Figure (2-4) for this position]. This 

tilt would not distort the dimensions that are parallel to the tilt axis, thus the 

image of the vertical bars is the same as it would be at normal incidence. A 
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high quality standard that was recently manufactured (circa 1988) by electron 

beam lithography techniques functioned as the calibrator. This ruling consists 

of aluminvim etched onto an indium phosphide substrate. It hsis a period of 2000 

A with an accuracy within 1%. SEM photographs of the calibration ruling and 

the grating were taken at the same magnification (9450x) [Figure (3-2)]. 

Unfortunately, the grating photograph depicted the bars and spaces as 

sinuous stripes boimded by thin bright lines. This deformation was due to the 

surface charging of glass. Since glass is an insulator, the impinging electrons 

cannot dissipate as fcist as they could in a conductor. This effect caused the glass 

to become negatively charged from the incident beam. This charging disturbed 

the trajectory of the incident electron beam therefore degrading the image. One 

solution to the problem is to use a low-energy incident beam, however this will 

degrade resolution quality also. Another solution is to apply a ~ lOOA thick 

metallic film to the sample surface. During electron beam scanning this metal is 

grounded in order to dissipate charge accumulation. This metallic film deposition 

was not practical because it would render the grating inoperable in the scanning 

instrument. 

Nevertheless, the bars and spaces were measured in a manner such that 

the distance assumed by a bright "scatter line" was divided equally (by eye) 

amongst the bar and space distances. Also, the average period was determined 

by measuring the distance over several periods. Like the optical case, the ruler 

accuracy was within ±0.125 mm. In this case it translated into within ± 13.2 nm 

for the actual accuracy. Since the calibration ruling was composed of different 

materials than the Ronchi grating, some slight error was added that was not 

possible to quantify. The results from this measvirement technique are also listed 
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Table 3-1 Grating measurements for both bar and space widths. Units 
are in micrometers. 

O.M. S.E.M. 

Bar/Space Bar Space Bar Space 

1 .470 .460 .495 .425 

2 .520 .460 .502 .455 

3 .560 .460 .459 .438 

4 .500 .470 .574 .447 

5 .525 .440 .476 .440 

6 .515 .490 .527 .447 

7 .510 .420 .470 .444 

8 .510 .450 .531 .444 

9 .520 .480 .485 .436 

10 .550 .460 .529 .434 

11 .470 .515 .472 -

12 .530 .470 - -

13 .545 .430 - -

14 .520 .490 - -

15 .515 .480 - -

16 .525 .480 - -

17 .505 .460 — — 

Average .517 .470 .500 .440 
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Table 3-2 Average grating period and width measurements. Units are 
in micrometers. 

Technique # Periods Period Width 
Used Average Average 

O.M. 18 1.020 .510 

46 1.010 .505 

S.E.M. 10 0.943 .472 
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Figure 3-3 Side profile of grating as depicted by profiler operator 
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in Tables (1) and (2). Due to the increased resolution of the SEM, these results 

were used in the measurement technique. 

The height of the gratings was determined with a surface profiler (Al-

phastep 200, Tencor Instruments Corp.) at Bell Communications Research (Red 

Bank, NJ). This instrument measured the heights of all of the gratings to be 

about 800 X. The instrument has a ±30A accuracy. The height profile of the 

grating's chrome bars is depicted in Figure (3-3). Thus, the assumption of a 

rectangular-wave profile is realistic. 

3.2 Microscope Obiective 

The test microscope objective (Olympus MSPlanar50 ULWD) for system 

calibration has an eyepiece focal length (/e) of 180 mm, magnifying power (M) of 

50, and a 0.55 NA. It also has an ultra-long working distance of 8mm, which will 

enable the scanning grating to be positioned in the focal plane without risking 

collision with the objective. This objective is corrected for infinite conjugates. 

Thus optimum performance occurs when the object wave is converted into a 

collimated beam. 

The optical quality of this test microscope objective was determined with 

a SIRIS 630-256 digital interferometer system (WYKO Corporation) at WYKO 

Corporation, Tucson, AZ. This instrument determines the wavefront quality of 

an optical system using Twyman-Green interferometric techniques. According 

to Hecht (1987), the Twyman-Green technique is one of the most effective tools 

for optical testing. The basic configuration of this measurement system is shown 

in Figure (3-4). A Gaussian beam from a HeNe laser (A = 632.8nm) is split 
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into a reference beam and another beam that impinges upon the aperture of 

the objective being tested. The objective focuses this beam. This focal "point" 

is aligned coincident with the center of curvature of a high quality spherical 

mirror with a peaJc-to-valley error better than A/20. This beam returns through 

the objective and to the beam splitter. At the same time, the reference beam 

impinges upon a planar reference mirror and likewise returns to the beam splitter. 

At the beam splitter the two beams recombine and interfere. An optical system 

images this interference pattern onto a 256 x 256 photodiode detector arraj'. A 

Hewlett- Packard 300 Series computer retrieves and processes the information 

from this array. 

Unlike the conventional Twyman-Green interferometer, this system uti

lizes digital phase measurement interferometry. This consists of the digitization 

of the fringe pattern, while controlled phase shifts are introduced in the inter

ferometer reference arm. A piezo-electric transducer (PZT) moves the reference 

mirror to cause these shifts. Through synchronization of data acquisition with 

the PZT's movement, the computer can obtain a series of images from which a 

high resolution (better than A /lOOO) wavefront phase is calculated. 

Alignment can be obtained through use of a real-time display of the 

interference fringes. The interferometer has repeatable test results (better than 

A /lOO) that do not require operator interpretation. This system enables the 

optical path differences (OPD) of the interfering wavefronts, the aberrations of 

the test element, and other information to be determined. 

The test objective was aligned in the SIRIS system so that one interfer

ence fringe occupied the entire image pattern. The objective was tested at 100 % 

illumination of its clear aperture by a beam of nearly imiform intensity. Data was 
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taJcen only for this configuration. The computer produced a three-dimensional 

isometric plot and a cross sectional contour of the OPD between the reference 

arm and the objective wavefronts [Figure (3-5)]. As expected the wavefront qual

ity along the edge of the aperture is relatively poor in comparison to the rest of 

the lens. Prom this data the computer calculated the third order or Seidel aber

rations plus additional higher order aberrations for completeness [Figure (3-6)]. 

From this data listing it is seen that the Seidel aberration coefficients for this 

microscope objective are less than .35, which denotes that this is a high quality 

lens [Gaskill, 1978]. Note that tilt, focus, and spherical are the largest aberra

tions. However, the magnitude of the tilt and focus aberrations is due primarily 

to residual alignment errors in the test configuration. Thus, these aberrations are 

not representative of the test objective. In subsequent calculations utilizing the 

OPD data, tilt and focus are removed. Inclusion of these aberrations would only 

cause erroneous results. Thus, positive spherical aberration accounts for most of 

the microscope objective's deviation from first order theory (or paraxial theory). 

This aberration [Figure (3-7)] is caused by object rays of different heights from 

the optical axis to focus before the paraxial focus. Thus, the actual focus of the 

objective can now be viewed as being in the plane at which the marginal rays 

and paraxial rays intersect. This location is called the circle of least confusion. 

There is also some coma and astigmatism in the objective; however, they are 

not significant enough to elaborate on. Note that the higher order aberration 

terms (expressed in Zernike polynomial form) are much smaller than the Seidel 
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aberration coefficients. For a detailed discussion on aberrations refer to Hopkins, 

1950. 

The intensity distribution of an imaging system due to an object point 

source is also called the point spread function (PSF) of the system. SIRIS can 

compute the PSF of a lens using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm as-

siuning uniform illumination of the lens. This is done by using the OPD data 

for the objective's phase transformation instead of the ideal lens phase trans

formation Eq. (39). The complex field behind the lens is determined by using 

a digitized form of the incident field (a constant) and the pupil function of the 

lens (set at the cleair aperture diameter in this case). As in Eq. (41), the field 

amplitude at each location (x,y) in the complex output field is determined by 

multiplication of the values of the incident field, the pupil function, and the OPD 

at that location. Then the field at the focal plane is determined by transforming 

this digitized output field with an FFT algorithm. The only difference between 

this computation and the analytical analysis in Eq. (43), is that the functions are 

discrete in the SIRIS case. The resulting PSF and plot of encircled energy of the 

PSF are shown in Figure (3-8). From the PSF plot the 1/e^ diameter produced 

by this objective is found to be .86 A/r. Prom mulitplying this by A/o/r (with r 

as the radius of the clear aperature), the 1/e^ intensity diameter is determined 

to be 0.83 /xm. This is only .04 /xm greater than the theoretical calculation. 

Also on the same printout is the objective's Strehl Ratio. This term is 

the ratio of the light intensity at the maximum of the PSF to the maximum 

of the PSF of the same optical system in absence of aberrations. A system is 

frequently considered unaberrated if the Strehl ratio is 0.8 or greater [Gaskill, 

1978], Thus, the objective's Strehl ratio of 0.923 reaffirms its high quality. The 
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SIRIS [Ver 4.15] Today's Date: 11/22/B6 

ULVn}-NA.55 Time: 09:01 Date: 10/06/68 

ZERNIKE ANALYSIS OF WAVEFRONT PUPIL: 100% 
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Figure 3-6 Aberration infonnation 
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amount of encirled energy within the 1/e^ intensity radius is 72 %. This is about 

6 % less energy than the theoretical prediction. This causes the actual energy 

enclosed to be 14.5 % less than the amount from a Gaussian focused spot of 

the same size. This statistic increases the concern for developing a new model 

that accounts for aberrations as well. This problem is complex (e.g. one has to 

numerically determine the effect of each aberration coefficient on the resulting 

intensity profile) and since the objective is of high quality the small differences 

should not be very significant. Due to rationale given in the theoretical section, 

the Gaussian model will still be utilized. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL ASSEMBLIES 

4.1 The Scanning Grating Instrument 

The electromechanical section of the instrument is shown in Figure (4-1). 

The scanning frequency, distance, and waveform is set by an HP3311A Function 

Generator. This signal is the input to a Burleigh LC Amplifier (PZ-300). The 

amplifier drives a low voltage piezoelectric microstage (Burleigh PZS-050) which 

can translate up to 50 micrometers in one direction. A black aluminum arm 

- the grating arm, that has a "Ronchi"-type grating (manufactured at IBM 

Corporation) mounted on it, is attached to this driver. The driver is mounted on 

precision micropositioning stages [Newport Research Corp. (NRC) Model 460-

XYZ and Model M-420] which allow accurate positioning of the grating relative 

to the incident beam. An extra stage permits the grating arm to have additional 

movement in the y-direction, which is necessary for instrument alignment. 

This instrument caji operate in two modes: transmission and reflection. 

However, in most cases a beam can only be measured in one of these modes (and 

it is only necessary to measure in one mode to attain a spot size measurement). 

When both modes operate, two photodiode circuits convert modulated power into 

electrical signals which are displayed on a digital storage oscilloscope [Figure (4-

2)]. When operating in the transmission mode, a photodiode detects modulated 

transmitted light. In the reflection mode the photodiode responds to the light 
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reflected from the grating. This is achieved with the aid of a pellicle beam splitter 

(NRC, PBS-2C). 

The photodiodes utilized in both modes are relatively large axea (3.7 x 

3.7 mm) silicon photodiodes (Hamamatsu, Inc. S1226-44BK). This large area 

allows almost all of the modulated beam to illuminate the detector axea. These 

photodiodes have a relatively high radiant sensitivity at 633nm (0.38 A/W at 

25° C). Their current output is linear over five orders of magnitude if terminated 

with a low impedance (?a lOfi). Since low power (0.2 to 20 nW) illuminates 

the photodiodes in the calibration system (especially in the reflection mode), the 

photodiode signal should be amplified. However, when amplifying the signal, 

a low impedance load must be maintained. To accomplish this the photodiode 

currents axe sent into a transimpedance amplifier. For further details on this 

circuit refer to Appendix C. The transimpedance amplifier outputs are connected 

to a Tektronix 2230 Digital Storage Oscilloscope (termination impedance of IM 

ft and 2QpF) for measurement recordings. 

For instrument operational instructions refer to the instrimient alignment 

procedure in Appendix C and the measurement procedure in Appendix D. 
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4.2.1 System Configuration 

The optical system used to calibrate the scanning grating instrument is 

shown in Figure (4-3). A HeNe laser (Uniphase 1305P Laser System (1105P laser 

head)), which has £in output power of 5.0mW and operates in the TEMQQ mode 

at A = 633 nm, is the source for'all of the focused spot measurement experiments. 

The laser beam is polarized 500:1. It is collimated (beam divergence 0.01 mrad) 

and has an angular drift of < 0.02 mradians after a fifteen minute warm-up. 

Thus, the laser is waxmed up for at least twenty minutes before any data is 

taken. 

Since the laser beam becomes noisy (i.e. random high frequency fluc

tuations in the intensity profile of the laser beam) due to scattering from dust 

particles, the beam is spatially filtered with an NRC model 900 Spatial Filter 

[Figure (4-4)]. In this filter the laser beam is first focused with a 40X microscope 

objective (NRC, M-40X). The focused beam profile is theoretically the Fourier 

transform of the input profile. Hence the high frequency noise is converted into 

intensity beyond twice the 1/e^ intensity radius of the output beam's profile. At 

the focal point of this objective, a pinhole (NRC, 900 P-10) masks this noise. 

This focal point also functions as the focal point for a coUimating lens (NRC 

PAC091 Achromatic Lens). When the beam reaches the surface of this lens 

it has expanded to a large 1/e^ diameter (greater than 6 cm). Then the lens 

recollimates the expanded beam. 
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Next an adjustable iris diaphragm (NRC ID-1.0) is inserted into the sys

tem. It operates as an alignment tool for the scanning grating ajid the test 

objective. In this system the expanded beam's intensity profile is much greater 

than the finite aperatures of the remaining optical elements. Thus the iris also 

functions as a limitting circular aperture for the system. The resulting truncated 

intensity profile was measured using a pinhole technique. This method consisted 

of measuring the power transmitted through a pinhole (1mm diameter) as it 

translated across the beam [Figure (4-5)]. The small portion utilized around the 

optical axis (± 2.37mm) was determined to be nearly uniform [Figure (4-6)], as 

desired. 

4.2.2 Interferometer 

In this calibration system, a Twyman-Green interferometer [Figure (4-3)] 

was positioned after the iris. This interferometer consists of a 50/50 beam splitter 

(NRC BK.7-20B10BS.1) that divides the beam into two arms. Part of the laser 

beam is transmitted to the test objective and the other part is reflected to a 

planar reference mirror. The transmitted beam is focused onto a chrome aiea 

of the grating and then reflected back to the beam splitter. The reflected beam 

(the other arm of the interferometer) retroreflects off of the reference mirror and 

returns to the beam splitter. At the beam splitter, the beams combine to form 

interference fringes that are projected on a screen. 
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4.2.3 Test Objective Alignment 

In order to facilitate the alignment of the scanning grating instrument, 

the microscope objective in the calibration system was precisely positioned. This 

was accomplished by achieving an ideal alignment image [Figure (4-7)]. A screen 

was placed perpendicular to the reference plane (i.e. the optical table) for viewing 

the image formed by the objective in two alignment configurations; 

(1) The first minimizes the tilt of the objective (about the x and y axes). To 

accomplish this the objective was rotated imtil a uniform intensity circular 

image formed at a location significantly beyond the focal plane (~ 8 cm away 

from the objective). In order to verify the circular shape, the diffraction 

ring(s) caused by the clear aperture of the objective were observed. \^'^hen 

there was no tilt in the objective, the diffraction ring(s) were at a uniform 

distance away from the image botmds [Figure (4-7)]. 

(2) In the second alignment procedure, the objective was centered on the optical 

axis. This caused the objective to have the most uniform intensity profile 

across it. Most importantly this objective postion enabled the grating and 

other optics to easily be aligned with it. First the iris diaphragm was closed 

until it transmitted a small spot sized diffracted beam. Then the objective 

was translated in the x and y directions until the imaged diffraction pattern 

was centered. This alignment was verified by aligning the wide outer diffrac

tion rings (caused by the diffracted beam) with the image bounds [Figure 

(4-7)]. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SCANNING GRATING INSTRUMENT IMPLEMENTATION 

The scanning grating instrument was aligned by using the technique de

scribed in Appendix D, and then checked with the interferometric technique 

(also discussed in Appendix D). After this, the objective Jilignment was checked 

and additional positioning was performed by repeating the objective alignment 

procedure [Section 4.2.3]. The function generator always produced a sinusoidal 

waveform for the driver amplifier, except in the waveform type investigation 

[Section 5.2]. Unless otherwise stated, all power measurements were taken with 

an NRC Model 815-SL Power Meter and a Model 818-SL silicon photodetector. 

Also, all optical elements inserted were aligned by retroreflecting their reflected 

images onto the iris after the spatial filter [Figure (4-4)]. The following sections 

describe the investigations of the instrument's sensitivies. The data could only 

be fully analyzed after the experiments were complete. Thus, in Chapter 6 the 

results and analysis of these effects are discussed. 

5.1 Repeatability 

(1) Scanning grating instrument: After assembling the system several measure

ments of a calibration spot image were made in both the reflection and trans

mission modes. These measurements were performed with an S-polarized 

beam (i.e. the polarization of the laser beam unaltered) and at the same 

incident power levels. 
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(2) Spatial Filter Postion: Every few hours dtiring experimentation, the spatial 

filter position was checked. If the beam did not appear to be a symmetric 

Gaussian (by observing the profile between the pinhole and the collimating 

lens on a white index card), the objective and pinhole in the spatial filter 

were realigned. However, it was impractical to measure the output beam 

profile each time the spatial filter was realigned. Thus, the spatial filter was 

randomly readjusted several times on the same aligned experimental setup. 

The focused spots formed by these varied filter positions were measured in 

the reflection mode. 

5.2 Scanning Mechanism Tolerances 

The influence of several scanning parameters on beam measurements were 

investigated. 

(1) Scanning Waveform Type: The function generator in the instrument was 

set for sinusoidal and triangulax waveforms. Then the effect of the mech

anism's waveform on the vibration of the scanning axm was studied. This 

was achieved by positioning the beam on a large chrome area of the grating. 

The retroreflected beam interferes with the beam from the reference arm in 

the Twyman-Green interferometer. The varying interference pattern was de

tected with a Motorola MRD 510 small area photodiode ( 1 mm x 1mm ). 

The resulting signal was observed on an oscilloscope (Tektronix Model 465). 

(2) Scaiming Distance; The scanning distance was varied by adjusting the ampli

tude of the input waveform to the piezoelectric driver amplifier. The scanning 
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distance ranged from 23 to 54 /zm. Beyond the upper limit the scanning de

vice would become too undependable (maximum rated at 50 /zm). Below the 

23 /im distance, the scanning range was too small to attain the necessary 

information for a beam measurement. 

(3) Frequency of Scan; The frequency of the waveform to the amplifier was also 

varied. The frequency was incremented from 0.5 to 5.0 Hz. 

5.3 Beam Characteristics 

In addition to the beam diameter, the influence of other charcteristics 

of the focused beam on the measurement (in both reflection and transmission 

modes) were investigated. 

(1) Polarization: A quarter-wave film retardation plate (Oriel Model 27520) and 

a dichroic sheet polzuizer (Melles Griot 03 FPG 003) were aligned into the 

system in front of the pellicle beamsplitter, respectively [Figure (5-1)]. The 

polarizer was incrementally rotated to change the beam polarization. In 

order to maintain constant illumination power the quarter-wave plate was 

also rotated. 

(2) Power: Utilizing the same configuration as the polarization measurements,the 

input power to the objective was varied by rotating the retardation plate, 

while keeping the same polarization direction. After each retardation plate 

rotation, the incident power was measured. Only relative power levels were 

compared since the total impinging beam could not be measured with the 

power meter (due to the detection area being too small). 
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5.4 Grating 

(1) Heat effects; The focused beam was left incident on the grating surface for 

a period of two and a half hours. At various time increments, the reflected 

power was measured. 

(2) Incident surface: The grating was postioned with the chrome grating side 

facing the incident beam (ie. normal measurement position) and then glass 

substrate side facing the incident beam. The effects of the surface facing the 

beam was studied. 

(3) Grating tilt about x-axis: The grating was rotated about the x-axis in in

crements of 1 ± 0.2° up to 8.5° with a rotational stage (NRC RSX-1). Refer 

to Figures (2-4) and (4-1) for the coordinate system assumed in this con

figuration. After each rotation, the beam was refocused (translation in the 

z-direction) because the axis of rotation about the center of the scan area did 

not coincide with the axis of rotation of the rotational stage. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

6.1 Theoretical Model Approximation 

In Section 2.3 the relationship between the modulated power signal pa

rameters [i.e. relative transmissivity Tj/Ts (or reflectivity Rg/Rb) and the power 

modulation ratio K] and the Gaussian beam's spot size was theoretically deter

mined [Eq. (31)]. From the experimental results, this theoretical model was 

revised to simplify mathematical corhputation. In this "revised" model, the 

grating structure measurements from the SEM photographs (chrome bar width 

Wi = 0.50//m and glass space width Ws = 0.44;im) were used. In the reflection 

mode this model allowed the spot size to become linearly dependent on the mod

ulation power ratio. By using a similiax technique in the transmission mode, the 

spot size was quadratically related to the modulation power ratio. 

6.1.1 Reflection Mode 

In the sensitivity experiments values of the modulation power ratio K 

and relative reflectivity Rs/Rb were recorded from the digital storage oscilloscope 

tracing. These measurements varied within the bounds: 

0.35 < K  <  0.48 (51) 

.07 < RJRb < .10 (52) 
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Substituting this range of relative reflectivities (and the SEM Wj and Ws values) 

into Eq. (31) produces a family of curves [Figure (6-1)]. Linear regressions of 

thirteen relative reflectivity curves in this Rs/Ri range Eq. (52) were performed 

within the range of experimental K values Eq. (51). The curves in this K range 

for Rs/Ri,=0.07 and 0.1 and their corresponding linear regressions are shown in 

Figure (6-2). Each linear regression was characterized by a slope C and Do/Wavg 

intercept (•Do/Wat»a),„f Then the ranges of these slopes and intercepts were 

linearly related to the relative reflectivities with Eq. (52). From these results, 

the spot size can be determined from the equation 

Do/Wavg = 1.92360(iZ5/il6)-l-2.10782]iir-F -2.59804(il3/i26)-f 0.985337 . 

(53) 

This equation is within .066% of the spot size that is determined by the theo

retical equation. This converts into an error of GR = ±0.528 nm. Thus, spot 

sizes for Gaussian beams (measured with the smallest grating) that produce K 

and Rs/Ri within the limits of Eq. (51) and Eq. (52) can be determined by Eq. 

(53). This avoids the use of imprecise graphical techniques or lengthy numerical 

methods for the inversion of Eq. (31). 

6.1.2 Transmission Mode 

A similiar curve fitting technique is used for the transmission mode for 

the range of values 

0.15 < K <  0.35 (54) 

0.014 < (Tft/r,) < 0.045 (55) 
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However a quadratic approximation was utilized to fit the family of relative 

transmissivity curves [Figure (6-3)]. Ftom each regression a coefficient for the 

term, a coefficient for the K term, and an intercept {DQ/Wavg)int were de

termined. Likewise the linear dependence of these coefficients on the relative 

transmissivity range was determined. The equation resulting from these multi

ple regressions is: 

DolWavg = [l.55434(ri/T5) - 1.45933] + ^3.09626{Tt/Ts) -f 2.94733] 7i' 

+ -3.18479(T6/T,) 4-0.974206]. (56) 

This approximation is compared to the theoretical model [determined by Eq. 

(31)] at the extreme values for the transmissivity in Figure (6-4). This quadratic 

equation [Eq. (56)] relates the modulated power signal measurements to the spot 

size to within 0.14% or ax = ±1.04 nm of the theoretically determined values 

(Eq. (31)1. 

6.2 Experimental Results 

6.2.1 Repeatability 

The spot size determined from averaging both the transmission and re

flection mode measurements in all of the repeatability trials was 0.78//m. This 

was only 0.50^m less than the spot size that was determined by SIRIS. Even 

though this is an average error of 6.0%, the measurements obtained from the 

transmission and reflection modes reflected different spot sizes [Figures (6-5) 
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and (6-6)]. The average transmission mode measurement was 0.73/Lim and the 

average in the reflection mode was 0.82/xm. One could recommend using only the 

reflection mode; however, there was no apparent distinction in this mode that 

could have caused better results. 

In the repeatability trials the maximum variation in a transmission mode 

measurement was 4.89 % away from the mean value, which corresponded to 38.8 

nm. The maximum variation in the reflection mode was 1.84 % from its average, 

which converts to 15.0 nm. The transmission mode trials had an overall stan

dard deviation of cr = 14.4nm 8ind the reflection mode had a = 8.25nm. The 

wider variation in the transmission mode could be due to the fact that main

taining the transmission photodiode alignment during the measurements is more 

difficult than in the reflection mode. For the last set of trials [Figure (6-6)] the 

transmission mode variation decreased to < .98% or 7.12 nm (cr = 4.8nm) and 

the reflection mode variation was < 1.35% or 11.2 nm (a — 8.2nm). These vari

ations could be more indicative of oscilloscope inaccuracies than alignment and 

measurement procedural error which diminished after operating the instrument 

over a period of time. In Appendix E the digital storage oscilloscope error was 

theoretically calculated to cause a maximum error of ±20 nm in the reflection 

mode and ±12 nm in the transmission mode. Since these maximum errors sug

gest that the reflection mode should have more error than the transmission mode, 

it is reasonable to deduce that the source of the final trials' error was due to the 

oscilloscope limitations. 

A factor that could limit the repeatability of the actual focused spot from 

trial to trial is the alignment of the spatial filter. The spatial filter was adjusted 

randomly to within operator acceptable limits and the spot size measurements 
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in the reflected mode varied only 0.64% (a  = S.Bnm) [Figure 6-7]. This is within 

the repeatability error range for the reflection mode. Thus, the spatial filter 

adjustments did not have a detectable influence on the focused spot size, as 

expected. 

6.2.2 Scanning Mechanism 

The measurements performed at different frequencies and scan distances 

demonstrated that the sczuining mechanism did not contribute any detectable 

errors. Also, the use of a triangular waveform instead of a sinusoidal waveform 

did not influence the measurement (the variations were less than the maximum 

repeatability error) [Figure (6-8)]. 

Next the vibration and tilting of the grating during scEinning were in-

vesitgated. The focused beam was reflected from a large chrome area of the 

grating. This reflected beam combined and interfered with the reference beam 

of the Twyman-Green interferometer. As the grating scanned, this interference 

pattern increased and decreased its number of fringes. The distance between 

each fringe represents a A/2 change in the z-direction position of the grating. In 

order to determine the change in fringe numbers, a very small area photodiode 

(that was well overfilled by even the smallest interference fringe) captured the 

intensity changes at one location in the interferogram. The power collected by 

the photodiode oscillated as the number of fringes increased or decreased. This 

power modulation results in a signal as shown in Figure (6-9). From this tracing 

one can observe - the vibrations of the grating arm and the amount of tilt of the 

grating due to the grating not translating precisely in the x-direction. 
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Figure 6-8 Power modulation signals produced by scanning with (a) sinu
soidal and (b) triangular waveforms. 
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Figure 6-9 
tilt study. 

Power modulation signals observed for grating vibration and 
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The small high frequency modulations in the fringe picture denote the 

vibrations of the scanning arm. FVom both pictures one can notice that the vibra

tions are random and occur most frequently about the time the driver is changing 

scaiming direction - direction change time. The slower varying oscillations (the 

ones that appear as a type of "carrier signal") are attributed to the interference 

fringes moving across the detector as the optical path difference between the 

wavefront reflected from the grating and the reference wavefront increases and 

decreases. These optical path difference changes axe a function of the grating be

ing displaced in the z-direction (i.e. towards or away from the objective). Thus, 

the grating must be tilted with respected to the direction of translation. The 

time it took for the driver to move the grating A/2 out of the x-y plane is one 

period of the "carrier" type signal on the trace. The maximiun change in optical 

path difference was determined by counting the number of periods between the 

direction change times in the photographs [Figiure (6-11)] . This difference was 

5 A or ~ 3.1/iim in the z-direction. 

With the beam focused on the middle of the ~ 0.5^m bar/space width 

grating, the periods of the grating that the beam scanned during a half of a 

scanning period were counted (i.e. between direction change times). This was 

performed by counting the periods in the reflection mode modulation power. Us

ing the estimate of each width ~ 0.5/im, the focused beam was scanned 28.5/im 

across the grating. This enables the grating tilt about the y-axis to be approxi

mately a maximum oi 6 = cos~^ (3.1/28.5) = 6.3® at the direction change time. 

It is not known which change time this occurs at due to the optical path dif

ference measurements being taken relative to eaxih other. This tilt causes the 

focused beam to illuminate "projected" widths of the grating structure [Figure 
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(6-10)]. The tilt causes these "projected" widths to be only 0.003/xm less than 

their actual width. Thus this tilt was not the cause of any significant error. 

Unfortunately the photograph of the triangular waveform was unattain

able. Prom viewing the interference fringe changes of the triangular waveform, 

the unpredictable vibrations were more frequent. The vibrations at the direction 

change time were more significant due to the quicker change in direction with a 

triangular waveform. Thus, all the other trials were performed with a sinusoidal 

waveform. 

6.2.3 Beam Characteristics 

The polarization of the beam has only significant influences on the mea-

svured spot size in both modes when the beam is purely S or P-polarized [Figure 

(6-11)]. The S-polaxization (Op = 90°) signifies the polarization perpendicular to 

the reference plane (i.e. the optical table) and P-polarization denotes polarization 

parallel to this plane. At these polarizations the spot size measurement attains 

a maximum of a 5.64% variation with respect to the average measurement. 

Not enough data was available for the transmission mode at P polariza

tion, thus the analysis continues only for the reflection mode. In the reflection 

mode a series of trials were performed at the S and P polarizations. In changing 

from S to P polzirization, the recorded values for A (iZj), B (Rs), and C (Pmin )  

decreased and D (Pmax) increased. A decrease in all of the measurements was 

expected due to a decrease in the absolute reflectivity of chrome and glass when 

going from S to P polarization. This relationship can easily be determined from 

the FVesnel equations; however, one must remember that the cone of focused light 
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Figure 6-10 "Projected" widths of the grating caused by tilt. 
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actuaJly has rays forming incident angles with respect to the grating as great as 

30° [Hecht, 1987]. This causes the high NA of the lens to have an effect on the 

polarization sensitivity of the actual reflectivies of the grating. 

In changing from S to P polarization the recorded values for both A and 

B decreased only 1 %. However, in the P polarization state the value for C 

decreased by ~ 3% and D increased by ~ 3% with respect to the S polarization 

values. These measurements caused the relative reflectivities (jRs/i?6=B/A) to 

remain fairly constant and the power modulation ratios (K=C/D) to be lower in 

the P polarization state than the S-polarization state. This resulted in a smaller 

spot size measurement for the P polarization state than in the S-polarization 

state. The power ratio change causes one to question whether it was actually 

a spot size change or an influence from the fine grating structure. The point 

spread fimction (PSF) computed by SIRIS [Figure (3-8)] indicates that the lens 

forms a radially symmetric intensity profile. Even though the SIRIS system 

calculates the PSF using scalar diffraction theory, it is valid for demonstration 

of the microscope objective's symmetry. Therefore, it is highly vinlikely that the 

spot size would change from S to P polarizations. 

For validity of scalar theory, the diffracting aperture must be large in 

comparison to the wavelength [Silver, 1962]. In order to measure a sub-micron 

focused spot with the instrument, sub-micron grating widths of approximately 

a wavelength are necessary. In this investigation the widths were ~ 0.5/im or ~ 

0.8A. Thus, vector diffraction theory will more accurately describe the diffraction 

effects of the grating. In vector diffraction theory the distribution of diffracted 

light is dependent on the polarization of the incident beam. Past research has 

not concluded any significant differences between S and P polarizations when 
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diffracting a beam with a slit of width ~ 2A (Kapany, Burke, ajid FVame, 1965). 

However, it has been demonstrated that there are small variations in the two 

polarization states when the intensity distributions are observed at an angle 

greater than 30° from the shadow boundary of a slit (Kapany, Burke, and Frame, 

1965). In the reflection mode only a small percentage of the light is not collected 

by the objective due to diffraction. This was determined by observation. Thus, 

one would not suspect a 6% change in the overall measurement due to diffraction 

since the instrument's measurement is dependent only on the relative powers 

detected from the grating. Thus, it is less likely that this could be the only cause 

of a significajit spot size difference. 

The assumption of scalar diffraction theory becomes invalid when the 

numerical aperature (NA) of the objective is high. In this case vector diffraction 

theory must be utilized. Jipson, Williams (1983) and other researchers have 

determined that "high" NA objectives are considered those that have an NA 

> 0.6. However a few others, such as Mansuripur (1986) mention that "high" NA 

objectives satisfy NA > -^A//. This limitation corresponds to an iVA > 0.12 

in the experimental situation investigated. The experimental objective's NA 

of 0.55 satifies this limitation and marginally rejects the Jipson and Williams 

criterion. Mansuripur (1986) addresses the problem of the distribution of light 

at and near the focus of liigh NA objectives. He determines that theoretically 

the intensity distribution at the focal plane is slightly different from the scalar 

theory perediction of an Airy pattern. This deviation is dependent on the NA of 

the objective (i.e. a higher NA would cause greater deviation from scalar theory). 

Thus, the shape of the intensity profile could influence the results on the absolute 

spot size measurement. However, this different intensity distribution might cause 
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exaggerated diffraction effects. This diffraction problem is complicated and it 

should be solved using numerical analysis techniques. Researchers involved with 

optical data storage considerations are currently investigating the effect of this 

precise diffraction phenomena (Mansuripur, 1988). 

Another effect that could cause this spot size difference is scattering. 

Orme (1972) demonstrated theoretically and experimentally that scattering off 

of "optically" smooth surfaces is insignificant compared to the specular com

ponent of light (i.e. the part predicted from theory that does not taJce surface 

roughness into accoimt). So the diffuse component of light (i.e. the one due to 

scattering) reflected from the large chrome bar and large glass space of the grat

ing is negligible. Their smoothness was verified by information from the surface 

profiler (Section 3.1). However, for the grating structure the surface height and 

material varied. These factors would influence the specular component of light 

(Leskiw and Whitman 1980). Unfortunately the precise influence of scattering off 

the grating surface could not be quantified. Regardless, it is difficult to discern 

the cause/s of this difference in spot size due to polarization. 

Another parameter of concern was the power of the beam. Throughout 

the polarization trials the detected powers from the transmitted and reflected 

beams varied (transmitted: 0.1 to 8.0 and reflected: 0.1 to 1.8 nW). Thus, 

input power of the beam was varied in order to produce power levels in both 

modes above and below these levels. The beam spot size measurement varied a 

maximum of 8.75% over the range of powers [Figure (6-14)]. In both modes these 

significant variations were achieved at the lowest power levels (a few picowatts 

impinging on the detectors). This effect is probably due to the increased influence 

of dark noise at these power levels. Prom the linear regressions of the data in both 
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modes [Figure (6-14)] it is shown that the spot size measurements increase very 

slightly with an increase in power (~ .02/x m over the entire range). Therefore, 

the actual power of the beam does not have much of an influence over a small 

range. 

6.2.4 Grating 

The measured reflected power from the beam impinging on the grating 

varied only ±1.0% throughout a two and a half hour test period. Thus there was 

no noticeable material characteristic variations due to the focused power (i.e. 

high intensity). This further supports the validity of spot size measurements 

over a similiar period of time. 

When the grating is positioned with the etched surface facing the incident 

beam, the diffraction image from an unfocused beam appears as in Figure (6-

15a). When it is focused on the edge of a chrome area it appears as shown in 

Figure (6-15b). When the glass surface faces the beam, the diffraction image 

from the beam is spherically aberrated [Figure (6-16a)]. If one tries to focus the 

beam on the grating further it becomes so overwhelmingly aberrated that it is 

impossible to actually focus the beam [Figure (6-16b)]. Thus, one should always 

operate the scanning grating instrument with the etched grating side facing the 

incident beam. 

The grating was tilted about the x-axis [Figure (6-17)]. The spot size 

determined sharply increased within 1® of tilt. This sudden fluctuation in beam 

spot size measurement accounted for the maximum error of 4.12%. This is a 

difficult phenomenon to account for due to the intricacies of the instrument. It is 
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(b) 

Figure 6-13 With etched side facing the incident beam, the diffraction 
image of (a) unfocused beam and (b) beam focused on a chrome edge 
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(b) 

Figure 6-14 With substrate surface facing the incident beam, the diffraction 
of (a) unfocused beam and (b) still unfocused beam due to spherical aberration 
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uncertain whether this effect is due to the inability of the objective to collect all 

of the light due to the slight tilt or maybe due to the alteration in the intensity 

profile of the beam that reflects to the objective (since an elliptical instead of 

circular cross section of the beam is being reflected). Furthermore, scattering 

effects could also influence the measurement. 

Dickson (1972) observed some inconsistencies in spot size measurement 

when the beam was normally incident to the grating. He attributed this to an-

cilliary reflections. However, Dickson's observation of tilt effects on spot size 

measurement was noted when implementing the theory of an "ideal" Ronchi 

ruling. In this investigation the general theory was implemented. Since rela

tive reflectivities are accovmted for in this theory, these small reflections should 

have no influence on the resulting spot size measurements. If the tilting effects 

cause reflected light to enter the laser cavity, then optical feedback problems 

could occur. This would cause the measurements to become more unpredictable. 

However, the pellicle beam splitter and the pinhole deter most (if not all) of the 

reflected light from propagating back to the laser. 

When the grating was tilted further the spot size decreased as expected. 

Essentially the amount of reflected light collected by the objective decreased 

causing the modulation power K to decrease and thus the determined spot size 

to decrease. This is not a sudden decrease because the relative reflectivity mea

surement does account for some of this change in light collected. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

The suitability of a scanning grating technique for sub-micron spot size 

measurements was investigated. A focused beam's spot size was determined 

using this technique and comp^ed to results from theoretical computation and 

interferometry. The sensitivity of this technique to various influences was also 

examined. 

In the scanning technique, operating in the reflection mode, the spot size 

of the S polarized beam was measured as 0.82 ± .02//m and in the transmission 

mode it was 0.73 ± .06/^m. These result in a 1.2 % reflection mode error and a 

12.0 % transmission mode error in comparison with the spot size computed by 

SIRIS. However, when the polarization of the beam was varied, abrupt changes 

in the spot size measurements occured at the S and P polarization states. This 

phenomenon accounts for the differences between both of the modes in the re

peatability trieds (which were performed only in the S polarization state). The 

power levels detected for both modes vary slightly with polarization. But, the 

power experiments demonsrated that spot size does not change significantly from 

power differences. The spot size measurement in the reflection mode was strongly 

affected by a small tilt in the grating. No precise theory can be attributed to 

this. Further experimentation must be performed in the transmission mode. This 

would determine if this effect is caused by the alteration in the amount of light 

collected by the objective or by the tilt itself. Also, the influence of polarization 
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on the measurements taken with a slightly tilted grating should be investigated 

in both modes. 

If one assumes the a spot size is 0.78 ± .03fim - the average spot size 

determined at mixed S and P polarizations - the scanning instrument measures 

within 9.5% of the SIRIS spot size and 5.0% of the theoretical spot size [Figure 

(7-1)]. This is a reasonable value due a few factors not accurately accounted for: 

(1) The theory applied to all the measurements assumes a Gaussian intensity 

distribution illuminating the grating. This is slightly different from the Airy 

pattern expected from theoretical computation [Figure (2-15)]. The small 

percentage of power in the side lobes could influence the measurement in 

ways that can only be predicted from doing the theoretical computation of 

the actual powers expected for the Pmax and Pmin values. However in order 

to truly determine the spot size, the effects of aberrations on the intensity 

distribution and the vector theory solution for the spot size form must be 

taken into accoimt in the theoretical computation. 

(2) Another consideration is the effect of the inability to accurately determine 

the bar/space widths of the smallest grating. In the theoretical computa

tion small changes in the ratio between the bar and space widths are in-

signiflcant compared to the measurement of the average width (Broockman, 

Dickson, and Fortenberry, 1983). The average width difference between both 

microscopy methods was 0.03/xm or ~ 6%. The known parameters from 

the power modulation signal and the grating width measurements determine 

the ratio - Do/Wavg, from which the spot size DQ is produced by simply 

multipying by Wavg- Thus, a possible ~ 6% error in the grating calibration 

translates to a possible 6% error or more in the spot size measurement. Hence 



SCANNING GRATING TECHNIQUE: 

do •=• 0.78/Lim 

SIRIS DIGITAL INTERFEROMETER: 

dQ •0.83//m 

THEORETICAL: 

c?o "0.79^m 

Figure 7-1 Spot size determined by the three techniques 
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another calibration technique must be used to accurately (hopefully < 1%) 

characterize the smallest grating. 

(3) The last significant undetermined concern in the instrument was a small 

power loss due to the diffraction of light caused by the grating. Even though 

the photodiodes collected all of the light from the zero and first diffraction 

orders, some small fraction of light was lost due to higher diffraction orders. 

Only after these effects are taken into account can the system be truly 

calibrated. 

Overall the scanning grating instrument proved to work well if only about 

10% accuracy is desired. This is a reasonable level of accuracy due to the sim

plicity of the instrument and the theoretical formulation. 
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CHAPTER 8 

FUTURE RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to accurately calibrate the scanning grating instrument the the

oretical model must be based on the incident beam having an Airy pattern in

tensity profile. This can be achieved by numerically integrating the Airy pattern 

intensity profile over the grating structure and determining the power transmit

ted/reflected for the Pmax and Pmin cases. A simplified approach to this problem 

is to determine the transmitted power profile that is produced when the Airy pat

tern beam is scanned with a knife-edge. This can be achieved by convolving an 

Airy pattern with a step function. The convolution can be accomplished with 

converting the functions into the frequency domain using an FFT algorithm, mul

tiplying the resulting frequency functions, and inverse transforming the product 

with another FFT algorithm. FVom this profile the power transmitted at different 

positions of the knife-edge can be determined. The grating can be modelled as 

a superposition of these knife-edge step functions [Figure (7-1)]. Then the total 

power transmitted/reflected by the grating can be determined by appropriately 

adding or subtracting the amount of power that transmits due to each knife-edge 

or step function postion. We are presently investigating this computation and 

hope to have it completed in order to verify measurement inaccuracies. 

Secondly, the accuracy of the instrument for Gaussian spot measurement 

should be investigated. This spot should be slightly larger than 1 fim. It also 

should be formed using the same test objective and be focused on the same 
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Figure 8-1 (a) the grating structure and (b) its theoretical model - a su
perposition of step functions 
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grating period. This should serve EIS a reasonable calibration for a Gaussian spot 

measurement as well as providing additional insight to the sources of error in the 

Airy pattern measurements. 

For measurement improvements, it would be desirable to measure the 

grating using another type of microscopy. Maybe using a low power SEM would 

enable a better calibration of the bar and space widths of the smallest grating. 

This would most likely further support the high power SEM or optical microscopy 

measurements. The measurements should be taken using time-averaging in order 

to decrease the random error due to scan vibration, small misalignments, and 

quantization noise. The linearity of the photodiode and transimpedance ampli

fier circuits need to be accurately calibrated on an instrument with an accuracy 

within 1%. This would provide insight to the actual limitations on the opto-

electrical part of the instrument. The instrument should also be calibrated with 

various objectives and compared to other beam measurement instruments (e.g. 

BeamScan by Photon,Inc., Los Gatos, CA). 

Another consideration is to integrate the Ronchi aberration test into the 

functioning of the scanning grating instrument. In the aberration test the image 

formed by a beam going through a stationary grating (that has a period much 

smaller than its spot size in this plane) is observed on a distant screen. According 

to the pattern formed, the quality of the focusing element can be determined 

[Malacara, 1978] [Ronchi, 1964]. Recently Yatagai (1984) developed a technique 

in which aspherical surfaces can be evaluated using a scanning Ronchi grating. 

This is another function the scanning grating instrument could perform. Thus, 

this simple scanning grating instrument could be transformed into an element 

analysis instrument. However, realistically it would need to have a substrate that 
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had at least ten more different grating periods to accommodate the additional 

capabilities. 
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SUB-MICRON GAUSSIAN FOCUSED SPOT 

In order to determine the necessary parameters to form a sub-micron 

Gaussian focused spot, the specifications of the microscope objective available 

for experimentation must be expressed in terms of desired variables. As de

termined in the analysis section [Section 2.5], the microscope objective can be 

modelled as an ideal lens with focal length f=3.6mm and diameter (clear aper

ture) d=4.74mm. The 1/e^ intensity radius (w) of the impinging beam is related 

to the focused spot size by 

TTWO 

[Siegman, 1971]. Since a focused beam diameter of DO <  l f j , m  ( WQ < .5/xm) is 

desired, the impinging Gaussian beam must satisfy 

w  >  1.45mm. { A  —  2) 

However, in order to not truncate the impinging Gaussian beam it is 

recommended to have w < ^. Near iw = ^, the beam contains a significant noise 

ripple in the focused image (~ 19%) [Siegman, 1971]. To insure a non-noisy, 

non-trimcated image, the 1/e^ radius of the impinging beam must satisfy w < j 

(~ 1%) [Siegman, 1971]. For the experimental objective this results in 

w  < 1.19mm. { A  —  3) 

Prom criterion - Eq.(A-2) and Eq.(A-3), a non-truncated Gaussian spot 

cannot be formed by this objective. Even if the w < d/3 criterion was used, the 

.4 - 1) 
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ideal Gaussian image would only attain do = 0.92//m. Due to the fact that the 

aberrations in the objective would only expand the intensity profile of this noisy 

focused spot, the formation of a sub-micron Gaussian spot did not seem feasible 

for this microscope objective. 

Suppose one desired to form a sub-micron focused spot with another 

objective. The numerical aperture of the objective is related to the other speci

fications by 

N A  =  s m { t a n ~ ^  { d / 2 f ) )  ( ^  —  4 )  

If the clear aperture d was larger than the experimental objective aperture in 

order to satisfy the truncation criterion Eq. (A-3), then d > 5.8mm. The NA of 

the "new" objective would have to be 

N A  >  .63. { A  -  5) 

This causes the objective to violate the scalar diffraction criteria of an TV< 0.6 

[Jipson and Williams, 1983]. If the focal length is increased to satisfy the NA 

limitations, then the focused spot size would become larger Eq. (A-1). Thus, 

uniformly illuminating the objective appeared to be the most practical alterna

tive. 
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APPENDIX B 

PHOTODIODE CIRCUIT 

Each photodiode (Hamamatsu S1226-44BK) (one for each of the modes: 

transmission and reflection) was connected to a transimpedance amplifier circuit 

[Figure (B-1)]. This amplifies the detector current and converts it into readily 

measured voltages on an oscilloscope. This circuit also provides an improvement 

to the hnear response over the range of input optical power. The photodiodes 

operate in a short circuit photovoltaic mode, in which the photovoltaic effect 

is used (i.e. the generation of charge carriers when photons that possess an 

energy greater than the bandgap energy (1.1 eV) penetrate into the silicon p-

n structure). The transimpedance amplifier is an operational amplifier (Texas 

Instruments TL074IN). The unique features of this amplifier are that JFET tran

sistors are utilized at the input terminals, thus enabling the amplifier to have a 

very high input impedance (10 Gfi) and low noise. The feedback resistor R 

was selected to be 1 MJ2. Thus, the voltage drop across the 1 resistor was 

on the order of 0 - 14 volts (the input current is on the order of ~ 2 nA to 

~ 1//A). Unfortunately the use of a large feedback resistor causes the amplifier 

to be imstable. The addition of a feedback capacitance C of 15 pF rectifies this 

problem. 

This transimpedance amplifier circuit operates as a lowpass filter with 

time constant r = RC. The values of R and C were chosen with respect to the 

desired amplification and bandwidth of the signal. The effective bandwidth of the 

circuit is: BW = L/2TTRC or about 159 KHz. This was more than sufficient for 

the modulation signal produced by the scanning instrvunent. The output voltage 
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Figure B-1 Photodiode in transimpedance amplifier circuit 
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of this circuit was observed on a Tektronix 2230 Digital Storage Oscilloscope 

(termination impedance of \M€T and 20 pF). 

The photodiodes were specified with a typical dark current (amount of 

dc cvirrent output when the photodiode is not illuminated) of 5 pA. This current 

represents the photodiode noise: the sum of thermal noise (or Johnson noise) 

and shot noise (due to the quantized nature of electromagnetic energy and/or the 

quantized nature of electrical charge). On the oscilloscope this noise translates to 

approximately 0.005 mV. However, in the photodiode circuit, the noise measured 

on the oscilloscope was ±0.5 mV. Thus, the majority of noise in the circuit 

was generated by the transimpedance amplifier. In this investigation the lowest 

voltage reading was taken at 0.06 V. This causes the "worst" signal to noise ratio 

for the system to be about 120. This ratio can be viewed cis a maximum signal 

error of 0.83% due to the photodiode circuit noise. 

The linearity of both photodiode circuits (for the transmission and re

flection modes) was demonstrated using the experimental setup in Figure (B-2). 

A collimated laser beam weis trimcated with an iris diaphragm to form a small 

diameter spot. This beam was split equally into two paths. In each path the 

power was measured by a photodiode circuit. The small beam size enabled both 

photodiodes to be sufficiently underfilled. Combinations of neutral density filters 

(Tiffen Photographic Filters of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, and 1.0 optical density) were 

inserted perpendicularly to the impinging beam to attenuate the power to each 

photodiode. The optical density of the filter combinations were incrementally 

adjusted to attenuate the power. Immediately after each photodetector circuit 

measurement was taken, the power was measured by a digital power meter (New

port Research Corp., Model 815-SL Power Meter with a Model 818-SL silicon 
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Figure B-2 Experimental setup for linearity test of photodiode circuits 
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photodetector). Note that all measurements were made with the photodetector 

surfaces perpendicular to the impinging beam. 

The resulting linear photodiode circuit response cturves axe shown in Fig

ures (B-3) and (B-4). The solid line was produced from linear regression of the 

data. The outlying dashed lines represent the 95 % confidence limits of the linear 

estimate. Thus, the photodiode circuits were calibrated with the power meter, 

showing a linearity of m ±3% against the linear regression of the power curve. 

However, the power meter specifications are: linearity - ±0.2%, accuracy - ±5%, 

and repeatability - ± one digit. Also there are small power fluctuations in the 

HeNe laser, about .1 % maximvun rms noise. From these limitations, it is not 

recommended to use these results with much less than 7 % error with respect 

to the actual power incident on the detector. Thus, only verification of linearity 

and general incident power (±7%) can be obtained from these graphs. 
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ALIGNMENT FOR FOCUSED SPOT MEASUREMENT 

In order to attain an accurate measurement, the instrument must be 

carefully aligned. It is recommended that the system producing the focused spot 

contain an iris diaphragm near the laser (or after the spatial filter, if the system 

has one). The aligrmient procedure developed for measuring a focused spot is: 

(1) With the scanning mechanism off, insert the grating into the approximate 

location of the focal plane. Make sure the chrome gratings are on the surface 

of the substrate that is facing the incident beam. The focal plane can be found 

by translating the grating along the z-axis until it seems like the smallest cross 

section of the beam appears on the grating. A more accurate indication of 

the grating being in the focal plane is to observe the grating image at a plane 

in back of the grating. Move the grating in the x-direction until the beam is 

on the approximate grating you will be using for your measurements. (This 

will facilitate the necessary additional alignments in the proceeding steps). 

Move the grating in the z-direction imtil the image depicts that the beam is 

approximately in focus. A good location on the grating to do this study is 

on the edge of one of the large width bars. Due to the Guoy effect, the image 

inverts itself when translating through focus. Position the grating near this 

"transition area", which appears as a nearly homogeneously intensified image 

[Figure (C-1)]. 

(2) Since the instrument has finite translation along the three axes (x-13mm, y-

28nun, and z-13mm), it is important to recognize the bounds of movement. 



Figure C-1 Image created when objective is in focus on a straight edge 
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(A) X-direction: Make sure the instrument can translate across all of the 

gratings. This can be achieved by viewing the grating images, while 

translating them. 

(B) Y-direction: The entire arm should be able to move down far enough so 

that the focused beam does not impinge on the gratings nor the substrate. 

If this is not satisfied, then reposition the adapter that secures the PZT 

to the translation stage (ie. screw it into other holes on the translation 

stage), 

(C) Z-direction: In order to prevent collisions with the focusing element, 

make sure the grating arm's maximum z-direction translation position 

is before the element's surface. In the case of focusing elements with a 

short working distance, the risk of collision is always present. Thus, for 

small working distance elements, the operator must be continually aware 

of the collision possibility. 

(3) Repeat steps (1) and (2). 

(4) Remove the focusing element from the system. If this is not possible, it is 

recommended to insert an interferometer into your system and substitute 

step (5) with step (8). 

(5) Retroreflect the beam impinging on the large chrome area of the grating 

[Figure (C-2)]. This can be performed by decreasing an iris aperture in 

the system until it transmits a very small diffracted beam and aligning the 

reflected beam (off the chrome) with the center of the iris. This reflected 

beam should be nearly aligned coincident with the incident beam. However, 

precise alignment of the reflected beam is not advised due to optical feedback 
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problems that occur with reflecting a beam back into the laser cavity [Cohen, 

1988]. This step should remove the grating's tilt about the x and y axes. 

(6) With a small beam [could be the diffracted one used in step (5)] impinging 

on a grating, observe the reflected diffraction pattern on the holder of the 

focusing element and/or the iris in the system. In the case of the non

removable focusing element, this small beam can be achieved by moving 

the grating out of the focal plane (ie. z-translation). Obtain a straight 

edge with a section in the middle removed so that it can go around the 

focusing element or iris aperature (one can cut out an arc from an index 

card for this edge). Place this edge on the back surface of the element or 

iris. Align it across an axis that is parallel to the reference plane (i.e. optical 

table) and perpendicular to the optical axis. The diffraction pattern (a linear 

sequence of small bright intensity spots) should be symmetric about this axis 

for verification of perpendicularity of the grating structures with respect to 

the reference plane. If this condition is not achieved, rotate the grating 

about the z-axis. With the present scanning instrument, this is achieved by 

unscrewing the grating arm from the driver and manually rotating it. 

(7) Photodector alignment: 

(A) Transmission mode: Translate the grating arm down in the y-direction 

far enough so it does not interfere with the beam. Next, align the trans

mission mode photodiode perpendicular to the incident beam [by step 

(5) or step (8)] and juxtaposed to the back surface of the grating with

out impeding the future scanning motion of the grating arm. Move the 

grating arm up (y-direction). Check for possible rubbing of grating arm 

against the photodiode or for the photodiode being too far away from the 
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grating substrate. According to these results, readjust the photodiode in 

the z-direction. After each additional adjustment, the photodiode's per

pendicularity to the impinging beam and its proximity to the grating 

substrate are reexamined. When satisfied with the photodiode position, 

if removed, reinsert the system's focusing element. Move grating arm up 

(y-direction). 

(B) Reflection mode: Insert pellicle beam splitter before focusing element and 

reflect the beam onto the photodiode [Figure (4-2)]. Align the photodiode 

with respect to the pellicle by making sure the beam reflected off the 

photodiode goes back on the other part of the incident beam that was 

split. This can be observed on a screen [see Figure (4-2)]. 

(8) Another convenient method to align the instrument is to use interferometric 

techniques. Insert an interferometer into the system. In the calibration sys

tem, a Twyman-Green interferometer was utilized [Figure (4-3)]. Scanning 

instrument alignment can be verifled by observing the interferogram — in

terference pattern on a screen. Position the grating arm so that the focused 

beam impinges on a large chrome area on the grating. The resultant image 

should consist of a concentric circular pattern. The larger image is from the 

reference axm and the smaller is the recoUimated reflected image from the 

grating. If the small image is not centered, then the focusing element must 

be realigned perpendicular to the beam. Adjust the optical path length (ie. 

distance) between the reference mirror and the beam splitter until the an 

interference pattern of concentric rings appear in the small image area. If 

the image is not concentric then there is tilt in the grating. The appropriate 

adjustments in grating perpendicularity with respect to the beam should be 
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made. The concentric rings are caused by the grating not being precisely in 

the focal plane. Reposition the grating along the z-axis until the interference 

pattern is one straight bar. This verifies that the grating is at the focus. 
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MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

(1) Allow sufficient warm-up time (at least twenty minutes) for the piezoelectric 

driver and other electrical equipment. 

(2) Find the a reference level by blocking the beam at the laser. Observe the sig

nal produced by the envirorunental light that impinges on the photodiode/s. 

If the environment is extremely dark, this level should correspond closely to 

ground. The resolution capabilities of the modulation signal on the oscillo

scope degrade as this reference signal level becomes higher than ground. This 

is due the necessity of measuring the signed on a higher voltage scale than 

if the reference signal corresponded to groimd. Measure the fluctuation of 

this signal, for this will be the photodiode circuit noise. This determines the 

sensitivity of the instrument in this environment. In order to improve the 

sensitivity of the instrument, it should be enclosed in a light chamber, while 

recording the measurements. 

(3) Move the grating out of focus. View the transmitted or reflected grating im

age [Figure (D-1)]. Select a grating that has a period about the anticipated 

spot size (do) [Figure (C-2)]. Remember the smallest grating (~ 0.5 fJ, m 

widths) is next to a large chrome region. Movement in the x-direction away 

from this grating enables the viewing of increasingly larger grating sizes. The 

largest grating (~ 5 ^m widths) is next to a large area of glziss substrate. Af

ter making a selection, alternately position the grating so the beam impinges 

on the scanning area (use x-direction translation) and in the focal plane (use 

z-direction translation). 



Figure D-1 "Transmitted" image of the series of gratings 
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Figure D-2 Modulated power signal resulting from grating spacings being 
too large for meeisurement of beam spot size. The transmission mode signal is 
shown on the top and the reflection mode signal is on the bottom. 



(4) While viewing one of the modes on the oscilloscope, further align the scan

ning grating until the power modulation (K) appears to be the maximum. 

If the modulation pattern is almost the same as the transmittivity (reflec

tivity) part of the trace (ie. with K < .25), the grating is too large for the 

focused spot [Figure (D-2)]. A smaller grating must be used. If there is 

verly little modulation (if > .75), the grating period is too small for the spot 

measurement. Thus, use a larger grating. 

(5) After finding the appropriate grating, position it so that the maximum mod

ulation is attained around the fifth to tenth bar/space. (Note: it will also 

be necessary to concurrently adjust the focus, because the grating is not be 

perfectly positioned on the grating arm) If the measurement is taken at a 

location too close to the thicker glass space (around 1-3 bar/space), the the

oretical model assumed would be invalid. If the recording is taken near the 

middle of the modulation (aroimd the area the scanning reverses direction), 

unpredictable mechanical oscillations will degrade the measurement. Also, if 

the measurements are read from the outer bounds of the modulation pattern, 

one cannot be certain that the maximvun modulation has been attained. 

(6) Repeat step (2) and store the modulation pattern on the scope. Make sure 

that C and D measurements are taken from the modulation due to a bar 

and space that are within a few bars/spaces of each other. This ensures the 

measurement is of the focused spot and not grating anomalies. Record the 

appropriate data (A, B, C, and D). 
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OSCILLOSCOPE ERROR CALCULATIONS 

When the signal measurements A, B, C, and D are taJcen, errors due 

to the limitations on the digital storage oscilloscope result. The voltage mea

surement accuracy of the oscilloscope equals the sum of gain accuracy G, offset, 

and A/D resolution q/2 (quantization error). Since all of the measurements are 

recorded with respect to the same reference level, oifset can be eliminated from 

the computation of oscilloscope accuracy. The gain accuracy of the oscilloscope 

is ±1.5% and the A/D resolution is ±0.4%. The dark noise from each of the 

photodiode circuits is 0.5mV. In both the reflection and transmission modes this 

value becomes insignificant in comparison to the inaccuracy of the oscilloscope 

(except in the power influence experiments). Thus it is omitted in this analysis. 

Since the spot size calculation is a nonlinear function of the four parameters 

measured, the limitation (i.e. from the "worst case" scenario) on measurement 

accuracy due to oscilloscope error is determined instead. 

In the reflection mode the oscilloscope quantizes the signal at increments 

of q=.02 V. This results in an A/D resolution of ±.01V. The maximum error 

(i.e. at the largest recorded value) due to gain accuracy is G = ±.03V. Hence 

the "worst" oscilloscope accuracy is A = .04V. Firom Eq. (51) the minimum 

oscilloscope reading for a spot size results when the oscilloscope error influences 

the measurements by 

Reflection Mode 

(F -1 )  
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and 

Likewise, the maximum oscilloscope reading for a spot size can be determined 

by introducing oscilloscope errors in the terms 

and 

K 

Prom this information, the bounds on the range of error for the minimum and 

maximum spot sizes measured were determined. The maximum error due to 

oscilloscope inaccuracies is ±20.0nm or 2.5 % (these values are with respect to 

the spot size that would result if the exact voltage levels were recorded). 

Transmission Mode 

The voltage scale used in the transmission mode quantized the signal 

into q = .04V levels. This resulted in a A/D resolution of g/2 = ±0.02V. In 

this mode the gain accuracy for the maximum recorded value was G = ±0.18V. 

For the "worst case" the oscilloscope accuracy is A = .20V. Substituting Eqs. 

(F-1) (with Th/Ts replacing RafRh) and (F-2) into Eq. (52) yields the equation 

for determining the minimiun transmission mode spot size measurement that 

could be recorded for a spot size. Likewise Eq. (F-3) (with Tj/T^ for Rs/Rb) 

and Eq. (F-4) substituted into Eq. (52) gives the expression for the maximum 

spot size that could be recorded for an actual spot size. Similiarly the maximum 

variations that could occur for the minimtmi and maximum spot sizes recorded 
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were calculated. The maximum error that could be caused by oscilloscope error 

in the transmission mode is ±12nm. This was 1.5% of the theoretically computed 

spot size. 

Unfortunately, this type of analysis could not be executed for the power 

vaxiation investigation due to insufficient data (i.e. the quantization level for 

each measurement was not recorded). However, for low power levels some of the 

measurements were in the tens'of millivolts range. This enables the dark noise 

to cause a few percent error (up to 5 %) in a low power level reading. 
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